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Abstract 57 

 58 

While microbiologists often make the simplifying assumption that genotype determines 59 

phenotype in a given environment, it is becoming increasingly apparent that phenotypic 60 

heterogeneity (in which one genotype generates multiple phenotypes simultaneously 61 

even in a uniform environment) is common in many microbial populations. The 62 

importance of phenotypic heterogeneity has been demonstrated in a number of model 63 

systems involving binary phenotypic states (e.g., growth/non-growth); however, less is 64 

known about systems involving phenotype distributions that are continuous across an 65 

environmental gradient, and how those distributions change when the environment 66 

changes. Here, we describe a novel instance of phenotypic diversity in tolerance to a 67 

metabolic toxin within wild-type populations of Methylobacterium extorquens, a 68 

ubiquitous phyllosphere methylotroph capable of growing on the methanol periodically 69 

released from plant leaves. The first intermediate in methanol metabolism is 70 

formaldehyde, a potent cellular toxin that is lethal in high concentrations. We have found 71 

that at moderate concentrations, formaldehyde tolerance in M. extorquens is 72 

heterogeneous, with individual cells' minimum tolerance levels ranging between 0 mM 73 

and 8 mM. This form of heterogeneity is continuous in terms of threshold (in the range 74 

of maximum tolerances possible), yet binary in outcome (at a given formaldehyde 75 

concentration, cells either grow normally or die, with no intermediate phenotype), and it 76 

is not associated with any detectable genetic mutations. Moreover, tolerance 77 

distributions within the population are dynamic, changing over time in response to 78 

growth conditions. We characterized this phenomenon using bulk liquid culture 79 

experiments, colony growth tracking, flow cytometry, time-lapse microscopy, and 80 

genome resequencing. Finally, we used mathematical modeling to better understand 81 

the processes by which cells change phenotype, and found evidence for both 82 

stochastic, bidirectional phenotype diversification and responsive, directed phenotype 83 

shifts, depending on the growth substrate and the presence of toxin.  84 

  85 
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Introduction 86 

 87 

Microbes are individuals. Even in seemingly simple unicellular organisms, phenotype is 88 

not always the straightforward product of genotype and environment; cells with identical 89 

genotypes in identical environments may nonetheless demonstrate cell-to-cell diversity 90 

in the expression of any of a number of traits. Frequently overlooked in everyday 91 

microbiology experiments, the phenomenon of cell-to-cell phenotypic heterogeneity has 92 

drawn increasing attention in recent decades both from a systems biology perspective 93 

and from an evolutionary perspective, as well as for its consequences to applied fields 94 

such as medicine (e.g., antibiotic persistence [1]; cancer cell drug tolerance [2,3]) and 95 

biological engineering [4].  96 

 97 

Some forms of population heterogeneity might be considered trivial: molecular 98 

interactions within cells are inherently noisy. All genes might be expected to be 99 

expressed at slightly different levels among different cells [5–7], and historical 100 

contingency (e.g., pole age, asymmetrical division of macromolecules) can also create 101 

inherent diversity within microbial populations, independent of signals from the 102 

environment [8–10]. Naturally, evolution imposes some pressure on organisms to limit 103 

the noise in pathways that are essential for life; what is more remarkable is that some 104 

pathways seem to be selected for increased noise, and in many cases that noise is 105 

further amplified by feedback circuits, enabling a population to split into discretely 106 

different phenotypes. Specifically, genes involved in stress response and in metabolism 107 

have been found to show higher heterogeneity in expression than those in other 108 

pathways [11], and many of the well-understood examples of binary phenotypes involve 109 

stress response (antibiotic persistence [12]; sporulation [13]), or carbon transport and 110 

use (lactose utilization in E. coli [14]; diauxic switch in S. cerevisiae [15,16]). While 111 

some forms of phenotypic noise may have little fitness impact, phenotypic heterogeneity 112 

involving binary phenotypes is argued in many cases to offer an evolutionary 113 

advantage, as a strategy to facilitate diversifying bet-hedging or division of labor [11,17]. 114 

In many cases, the genetic basis of phenotypic differentiation is known, and laboratory 115 

evolution studies have demonstrated how populations can evolve the timing or 116 
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frequency of that differentiation in response to environmental selection [18,19]. 117 

Moreover, it is argued that phenotypic heterogeneity influences the rate of genotypic 118 

evolution either by creating an "epigenetic load" that contributes to extinction [20], or by 119 

allowing populations to adapt faster to changing environments and by increasing the 120 

opportunities for mutations to arise and reach fixation [21,22]. 121 

 122 

Besides cases of binary phenotypes or modest phenotypic noise around a population 123 

mean, a third possibility involves phenotypes that fall along a continuous gradient. 124 

Fewer such phenomena have been described [11], but some examples include 125 

populations in which cells have a range of levels of stress tolerance: for instance, a 126 

genetically chloramphenicol (Cm)-resistant E. coli strain exhibits a wide, continuously-127 

varying distribution of maximum concentrations of Cm that individual cells can tolerate. 128 

The population splits into growing and non-growing subpopulations in the presence of 129 

Cm, and the proportion of growing cells varies according to the environmental Cm 130 

concentration [23]. This effect is mediated by a positive-feedback interaction between 131 

intracellular chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) activity and innate cell growth; 132 

thus the ultimate fate of an individual cell depends on its initial internal CAT activity, 133 

which can vary continuously among cells. If such a population were to experience shifts 134 

in environmental Cm concentrations, the population distribution of per-cell CAT activity 135 

levels could presumably shift as a consequence of either cellular responses (e.g., CAT 136 

upregulation), or simply by selection against sensitive cells; however, this has not been 137 

described. Analogous population-level phenotype distribution shifts have been explored 138 

only through mathematical modeling, for instance in the case of human cancer cells 139 

exhibiting a gradient of tolerances to cytotoxic drugs [24]. In this case, it is assumed that 140 

random epimutations result in small phenotypic variations in drug tolerance, and that 141 

drug exposure leads to selection upon that diversity. However, experimental work would 142 

be necessary to verify whether modeling accurately predicts cell population dynamics, 143 

or whether other processes—such as those in which cells sense drug concentrations 144 

and respond with phenotype shifts—might also play a role. Examples of phenotypic 145 

heterogeneity such as these two cases, in which a population with a continuous 146 

phenotype distribution interacts dynamically with the environment to undergo dramatic 147 
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shifts in population distributions, pose complex—yet unanswered—questions about the 148 

importance of phenotypic heterogeneity to population-level fitness in diverse 149 

environments. 150 

 151 

Here we present a novel example of a continuously-distributed phenotype in an 152 

environmentally relevant microorganism, Methylobacterium extorquens, and describe 153 

the dynamics of that phenotype distribution in response to shifts in its growth 154 

environment. M. extorquens, a species of Alphaproteobacteria found ubiquitously on 155 

plant leaves, is a methylotroph: it can grow on reduced single-carbon compounds such 156 

as methanol, which is emitted from leaves through the activity of plant pectin 157 

methylesterases [25]. The first intermediate in methanol metabolism is the potent toxin 158 

formaldehyde [26,27], an electrophile that can cause cellular damage through its 159 

reactions with macromolecules, and is lethal to microorganisms [28]. In M. extorquens, 160 

formaldehyde is produced in the periplasm through the oxidation of methanol by 161 

methanol dehydrogenase (MDH); in the cytoplasm it is then oxidized via a 162 

tetrahydromethanopterin (H4MPT)-dependent pathway. M. extorquens therefore exists 163 

in a tension between the two goals of rapid substrate utilization and prevention of the 164 

accumulation of a toxic intermediate. The importance of formaldehyde oxidation for 165 

single-carbon metabolism has been demonstrated by the inability of H4MPT-pathway 166 

mutants to grow in the presence of methanol when they possess a functional MDH [29]. 167 

However, although MDH activity is constitutive, it has also been observed that 168 

downstream single-carbon assimilation pathways are up-regulated only in the presence 169 

of methanol; the consequence is that when cells previously grown on a multicarbon 170 

substrate are first exposed to methanol, formaldehyde production initially outpaces 171 

consumption so drastically that it is excreted into the medium [26]. This is just one 172 

example of many potential situations in which cellular formaldehyde accumulation poses 173 

a threat to M. extorquens, and yet we know very little about how the species copes with 174 

formaldehyde toxicity.  175 

 176 

As an initial step toward understanding the effect of formaldehyde toxicity on M. 177 

extorquens, we conducted time-kill experiments in which we exposed cells to a range of 178 
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formaldehyde concentrations in batch liquid culture and monitored their viability over 179 

time. To our knowledge, previous research on formaldehyde toxicity in M. extorquens 180 

has consisted only of single-timepoint shock experiments, or a pulse of methanol added 181 

to succinate-grown cultures to cause cellular formaldehyde production [29]. We hoped 182 

that making time-resolved measurements in extreme formaldehyde conditions would 183 

shed light on both large-scale patterns of toxicity and on cell behavior near the minimum 184 

bactericidal concentration (MBC). Indeed, quite unexpectedly, we found cell-to-cell 185 

variation in the MBC within isogenic populations of M. extorquens. We confirmed this to 186 

be a phenomenon of phenotypic diversity at the single-cell level, and investigated its 187 

dynamic population-level consequences, using a combination of liquid culture 188 

experiments, colony growth tracking, flow cytometry, time-lapse microscopy, genome 189 

resequencing, and mathematical modeling. 190 

 191 

 192 

Results 193 

 194 

Formaldehyde-induced death occurs at an exponential, concentration-dependent 195 

rate at 5 mM and above 196 

In order to better understand the physiological effects of the toxic metabolite 197 

formaldehyde on M. extorquens, we initially conducted a series of experiments in which 198 

we added formaldehyde to methanol growth medium and assessed the relationship 199 

between toxin concentration and mortality in well-mixed liquid batch culture. We found 200 

that concentrations ≥5 mM elicited loss of viability (as measured in colony-forming units, 201 

CFUs) at an exponential rate, and the rate of death increased with increasing 202 

formaldehyde concentration (Fig. 1). A concentration of 15 mM was sufficient to 203 

eliminate all detectable viable cells within 1.5 hours (approximately half of one 204 

generation time). These time-kill curves indicate that formaldehyde-induced death can 205 

be modeled as a single-hit process [30], as is often observed for other multi-target lethal 206 

agents such as radiation and heat [31], and some bactericidal antibiotics [32,33]. Given 207 

that the precise mechanism of formaldehyde-induced mortality remains unknown but 208 

likely involves multiple cellular targets, it is noteworthy that formaldehyde-induced death 209 
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over time did not seem to involve substantial "shoulders" or "tails" as is sometimes 210 

observed with other agents [33], and that we observed no saturation of death rate at the 211 

concentrations tested. In analogy to bactericidal antibiotics, our results suggested that 212 

the minimum bactericidal concentration (MBC) of formaldehyde for M. extorquens is 5 213 

mM.  214 

 215 

During exposure to moderate formaldehyde concentrations, population trajectory 216 

abruptly shifts from decreasing to increasing over time  217 

Follow-up experiments on longer timescales (3–4 days) revealed that assessing MBC 218 

was in fact not straightforward: lower concentrations had an effect on M. extorquens 219 

growth as well. Exposure to formaldehyde concentrations between 3 and 5 mM allowed 220 

normal growth of M. extorquens as measured by optical density (OD600), but only after 221 

an apparent lag time of several hours to days. Higher formaldehyde concentrations 222 

induced longer lags, but growth subsequently resumed, and formaldehyde 223 

concentration had no effect on growth rate (for 0, 3, 4, and 5 mM respectively, specific 224 

growth rate (r) was 0.212±0.038, 0.208±0.045, 0.238±0.002, and 0.230±0.018 h-1, 225 

where ± indicates 95% confidence interval; p=0.237 for the effect of treatment group on 226 

growth rate by ANOVA) (Fig. S1). To better understand the apparent lag in these 227 

conditions, we measured cell viability over time during formaldehyde exposure 228 

experiments. CFU measurements revealed that the apparent "lag time" was in fact not a 229 

lag, but rather a period of exponentially decreasing cell counts followed by an abrupt 230 

transition to increasing counts (Fig. 2, round gray symbols and line). These dynamics 231 

repeated themselves across multiple biological replicates at multiple formaldehyde 232 

concentrations, with remarkable consistency in the timing of the transition between 233 

population decrease and increase. At a concentration of 4 mM formaldehyde, this 234 

transition occurred at approximately 20 hours. Upon recovery, the increase in CFUs 235 

was exponential and indistinguishable from growth rates on methanol in the absence of 236 

external formaldehyde (r=0.215±0.001 for 0 mM; r=0.202±0.030 for 4 mM; p=0.063 by 237 

Welch's t-test) (Fig. 2).  238 

 239 
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We explored several hypotheses to explain the abrupt decrease-then-increase transition 240 

we observed during formaldehyde exposure. These included: 1) consumption of 241 

formaldehyde by the cells; 2) the existence of formaldehyde-resistant genetic mutants; 242 

3) phenotypic changes in the plating efficiency of cells due to formaldehyde-induced 243 

damage and its repair; 4) the existence of a subpopulation of phenotypically (but not 244 

genetically) formaldehyde-tolerant cells.   245 

 246 

Population recovery occurs while formaldehyde concentrations in the medium 247 

remain high 248 

One explanation for the abrupt change from population decline to population increase 249 

might be a change in environmental conditions: for instance, cooperative behavior to 250 

metabolize a toxin to sublethal levels can result in population rescue even if not all cells 251 

are tolerant, as has been observed with antibiotics [34]. We therefore investigated the 252 

possibility that formaldehyde consumption had reduced the toxin concentration in the 253 

medium: in formaldehyde exposure experiments with 4 mM formaldehyde, we 254 

monitored formaldehyde concentrations in the medium for 80 hours, a period that 255 

encompassed the death and regrowth phases. Although M. extorquens is capable of 256 

metabolizing formaldehyde, we found that a measurable decrease in the concentration 257 

of the toxin only occurred at the very end of the growth period in batch culture, more 258 

than 40 hours after the decrease-then-increase transition (Fig. 2, black symbols and 259 

line). A change in the toxicity of the environment was therefore not responsible for the 260 

change in population trajectory. 261 

 262 

Genetic mutations are not responsible for population recovery  263 

The next most parsimonious explanation was that the observed growth was due to a 264 

small pre-existing subpopulation of formaldehyde-tolerant mutants whose existence 265 

became apparent only after the death of the sensitive majority. To assess this 266 

possibility, we grew cells in the presence of 4 mM formaldehyde for 80 hours as 267 

described above, then subcultured them into fresh medium without formaldehyde for 6 268 

generations (using succinate as the growth substrate), followed by another subculture 269 

into formaldehyde-containing medium. The population decrease-then-increase 270 
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dynamics were recapitulated, indicating that formaldehyde tolerance was not 271 

transmitted in a manner consistent with genetic heritability and that the descendants of 272 

cells tolerant to 4 mM formaldehyde were re-sensitized in its absence (see "Transitions 273 

between tolerance phenotypes," below, for more detail).  274 

 275 

In addition, we prepared genomic DNA from cells that had grown in the presence of 276 

formaldehyde (the 80-hour timepoint of a 4 mM formaldehyde exposure experiment), 277 

and used this for whole-genome resequencing. The resequenced genome was 278 

compared to the published genome sequence of wild-type M. extorquens PA1 and to 279 

that of an M. extorquens population grown without formaldehyde; no evidence was 280 

found for SNPs, deletions, insertions, or gene duplications in the formaldehyde-selected 281 

population. These sequencing data, along with the instability of the formaldehyde 282 

tolerance phenotype, indicate that the heterogeneous formaldehyde tolerance we have 283 

observed in M. extorquens is not due to genetic mutations. 284 

 285 

Population recovery is not due to changes in plating efficiency 286 

Having ruled out both environmental change and genetic mutations as explanations for 287 

the sharp transition between population decrease and increase during formaldehyde 288 

exposure, we pursued the possibility that the observed dynamics might be due to a 289 

change in phenotype. As our evidence for population dynamics thus far was based on 290 

counts of colony-forming units on agar medium, one possibility was that the phenotypic 291 

change might be related to the ability of cells to form colonies. In this scenario, 292 

formaldehyde exposure might cause cellular damage resulting in a decrease in cells' 293 

ability to form colonies and their entry into a viable-but-not-culturable (VBNC) state [35], 294 

and the inflection point at 20 hours represented the beginning of recovery of these same 295 

cells, rather than turnover of the population. 296 

 297 

To investigate whether there had been population turnover, we carried out a cell 298 

proliferation assay, which enabled us to interrogate single-cell growth dynamics in liquid 299 

culture without plating (as in [36]). We used a nontoxic fluorescent membrane linker dye 300 

to stain the population prior to conducting a 4 mM formaldehyde exposure experiment 301 
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as described above, and then assessed the trajectory of per-cell fluorescence over time 302 

by flow cytometry. In exponentially growing populations, the membrane dye of each 303 

parent cell was divided between its two daughter cells, and per-cell fluorescence 304 

decreased uniformly across the population as the number of cells increased (Fig. 3, 305 

upper left). In non-growing populations, as when M. extorquens was exposed to 20 mM 306 

formaldehyde, membrane dye remained in the cells and did not fade, and per-cell 307 

fluorescence remained the same (Fig. 3, lower left). However, in an M. extorquens 308 

population treated with 4 mM formaldehyde, two populations were evident: one group of 309 

cells that retained the same membrane fluorescence throughout the experiment, and 310 

another group of cells that increased in number and decreased in per-cell membrane 311 

fluorescence, indicating normal growth in the presence of formaldehyde (Fig. 3, right). 312 

At 4 mM, the growing population was observable only after ~37 hours of incubation, 313 

consistent with a population that began in extremely low abundance relative to the non-314 

growing population. These data indicate that there was population turnover, and that the 315 

increase in viable cell counts was in fact due to the growth of a tolerant, rare 316 

subpopulation of cells that remained active in the presence of formaldehyde.  317 

 318 

Phenotypically tolerant subpopulation is present prior to formaldehyde exposure 319 

Given our evidence against genetic mutants, a fourth hypothesis was that the observed 320 

growth was due to a small subpopulation of cells that were phenotypically (but not 321 

genetically) highly tolerant to formaldehyde. Stress-tolerant individuals may arise in 322 

microbial populations stochastically, or they may do so in response to an environmental 323 

signal [37]. To investigate whether the hypothesized formaldehyde-tolerant cells were 324 

present in the original population or were induced during the course of formaldehyde 325 

exposure, we monitored the abundance of formaldehyde-tolerant CFU over time. 326 

Specifically, we repeated the 4 mM formaldehyde exposure experiment and plated the 327 

cells harvested at each timepoint on selective agar culture medium (4 mM 328 

formaldehyde, allowing the growth of only tolerant cells) and permissive medium 329 

(without formaldehyde, to enumerate all cells). We found that at the beginning of the 330 

experiment, the M. extorquens population already contained a detectable subpopulation 331 

of cells that were able to form colonies in the presence of 4 mM formaldehyde. This 332 
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subpopulation comprised only a small portion of the total number of cells (a frequency of 333 

~10-4 in the total population of ~2x106 cells) (Fig. 2, orange diamond symbols and lines). 334 

And while the total abundance of cells decreased at an exponential rate between 0 and 335 

20 hours, the formaldehyde-tolerant subpopulation increased at a constant rate for 336 

nearly the entire course of the experiment, such that after 20 hours the population was 337 

dominated by cells tolerant to 4 mM formaldehyde. 338 

 339 

Formaldehyde-tolerant subpopulation shows no evidence of formaldehyde-340 

induced cell damage 341 

The fact that the tolerant subpopulation increased at a rate commensurate with 342 

standard growth in formaldehyde-free media suggests that these tolerant cells may 343 

have escaped formaldehyde-induced mortality and any damage that might impede or 344 

delay growth. However, some stress-tolerant phenotypes, such as persister cells, are 345 

characterized by slow growth or even absence of growth [12]. We therefore looked 346 

more closely at the growth phenotypes of the tolerant subpopulation: specifically, 347 

whether they differed in their rate of colony growth, or in the time required to initiate a 348 

colony, relative to normal unstressed cells. We repeated the 4 mM formaldehyde 349 

exposure experiment described above, this time using time-lapse imaging to monitor the 350 

growth of colonies resulting from timepoint samples plated on both selective and 351 

permissive plates. Plates were incubated on a flatbed photo scanner and images 352 

captured hourly and processed to extract per-colony statistics (Fig. S2), in a manner 353 

similar to previous studies investigating cell damage and dormancy at the single-cell 354 

level [38–40].  355 

 356 

We found that within the total population, which consisted of  sensitive cells at a 357 

frequency of 10-5 at the beginning of the experiment, formaldehyde exposure prior to 358 

plating did indeed induce a lag in colony formation, such that each hour of formaldehyde 359 

exposure led to an increase in colony arisal time (the time necessary to form a 360 

detectable colony) of approximately 4.80 hours (r2=0.766 by linear regression, p<0.005) 361 

(Fig. 4). This pattern held true for the first 16 hours of exposure, until most of the 362 

sensitive cells lost viability entirely. At 16 hours, we observed a clear bimodality on the 363 
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permissive plates, with approximately half of the cells arising late and the other half 364 

arising early, and the abundance of the early arisers on the permissive plates was 365 

consistent with the abundance of the tolerant subpopulation (all colonies on the 366 

selective plates). However, on the selective plates, we observed no relationship 367 

between arisal time and the length of formaldehyde exposure prior to plating 368 

(slope=-0.091 hours lag per hour exposure, r2=0.0639, p<0.005), supporting the 369 

hypothesis that the tolerant subpopulation is in a different physiological state that does 370 

not experience formaldehyde damage in the same way as the sensitive subpopulation. 371 

Furthermore, we observed no trend in average growth rate due to formaldehyde 372 

exposure time (slope=-2.83x10-4 hours lag per hour exposure, r2=6.62x10-4, p=0.123), 373 

although colonies from samples that had been exposed for longer had more varied 374 

growth rates (there was a positive linear relationship between exposure time and the log 375 

of the median average deviation of growth rate, p<0.05 for both permissive and 376 

selective plates).  377 

 378 

Tolerant subpopulation behavior is observable at the single-cell level 379 

As a final step in confirming single-cell phenotypic heterogeneity in formaldehyde 380 

tolerance, we observed growth of single cells directly using high-resolution time-lapse 381 

phase-contrast microscopy of cultures embedded in agar pads. This method allowed us 382 

to observe the division times and potential morphological aberrations of individual cells 383 

and their progeny in microcolonies over the first 12 hours of growth. Because the cells 384 

tolerant to 4 mM formaldehyde are only present at a frequency of approximately 10-4 in 385 

the initial population, we conducted formaldehyde exposure at a lower concentration, 386 

2.5 mM formaldehyde, at which plating experiments (see below) suggested that ~1-4% 387 

of cells would be able to grow. Indeed, we found that 11 out of 546 cells (1.97%) were 388 

able to grow at that formaldehyde concentration, compared to 100% of the 256 cells 389 

observed in the no-formaldehyde condition (Fig. 5). In addition, all the cells that grew in 390 

the presence of formaldehyde did so normally: we found no significant effect of 391 

formaldehyde on cell division time (median doubling time at 0 mM: 2.58 hours; at 2.5 392 

mM: 2.58 hours; p=0.262 by Mann-Whitney U-test). We did observe that cells in 393 

formaldehyde took slightly longer to complete the first division (median lag time was 394 
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1.25 hours later in formaldehyde; p<0.001, Mann-Whitney U); this may indicate minor 395 

cell damage or a very modest inhibitory effect of formaldehyde in the medium, or it may 396 

have resulted from slight differences in the preparation of the cells (as it was technically 397 

infeasible to conduct the two experiments simultaneously). Of the variance in doubling 398 

times among individual cells, most was explained by the microcolony to which the cell 399 

belonged (p=0.001, PERMANOVA) but not by formaldehyde treatment (p=0.323), 400 

indicating that there is some heritability in growth rates (Fig. 5). Finally, we did not 401 

witness any partial-growth or impaired-growth phenotypes: the 535 cells that were 402 

unable to grow in the presence of formaldehyde showed no detectable elongation or 403 

other change in morphology. 404 

 405 

Formaldehyde-tolerant cells grow at normal rates on methanol but marginally 406 

slower on succinate 407 

Our single-cell observations of growth suggested that formaldehyde-tolerant cells grow 408 

normally; the formaldehyde tolerance phenotype thus differs from other microbial stress-409 

tolerance phenotypes previously described (e.g., sporulation, persistence) in that it does 410 

not require cells to sacrifice proliferative ability by entering a non-growing state in order 411 

to survive stressful conditions. Moreover, our observations of colony arisal times 412 

suggested that tolerant cells avoid the damage incurred by formaldehyde-sensitive 413 

cells. We therefore investigated the possibility that other fitness tradeoffs might exist, by 414 

comparing non-selected M. extorquens cells with those of a tolerant population (i.e., 415 

selected by growth in liquid culture at 4 mM formaldehyde).  416 

 417 

We observed no difference in the resistance of the tolerant population to several other 418 

chemical stressors (hydrogen peroxide, and the antimicrobial compounds rifampicin, 419 

vancomycin, cefoxitin, novobiocin, nalidixic acid, ciprofloxacin, erythromycin, 420 

kanamycin, gentamicin, chloramphenicol, colistin) during growth on agar medium (data 421 

not shown). However, we did observe differences in growth rate when comparing the 422 

tolerant and naive (non-selected) populations side-by-side in liquid batch culture, 423 

depending on whether the growth substrate was methanol (15 mM) or the non-424 

methylotrophic substrate succinate (3.5 mM). In methanol medium, the two populations 425 
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grew at similar rates (naive: r=0.222±0.023; tolerant: r=0.202±0.051 h-1); however, on 426 

succinate medium, the naive population grew faster (naive: r=0.270±0.002 h-1; tolerant: 427 

r=0.215±0.030 h-1) (Fig. S3). The differences in growth rate among the four treatments 428 

were in this case not found to exhibit statistically significant differences by ANOVA 429 

(F=2.617, p=0.123 for the model; p=0.940 for the planned contrast between the two 430 

populations on methanol and p=0.136 on succinate). However, the apparent slight 431 

advantage of the naive population over the tolerant on succinate was attributable to the 432 

fact that the naive population grew faster on methanol than on succinate, consistent 433 

with observations commonly made in our lab (Fig. S7) and reported in the literature [27]. 434 

If the formaldehyde-tolerant population does not show the typical increased growth rate 435 

on succinate, it would indicate that tolerance is associated with methylotrophic 436 

metabolism, and may provide a clue as to the conditions in which tolerant cells could be 437 

out-competed by sensitive cells in the environment.  438 

 439 

Phenotypic heterogeneity in formaldehyde tolerance is a continuous phenotype  440 

As described previously, many cases of phenotypic heterogeneity display binary 441 

phenotypes (e.g., persistent or not [12]). On the other hand, a few display a continuous 442 

distribution (e.g., resistance to chloramphenicol along a gradient of possible MBC levels 443 

[23]). While formaldehyde exposure results in a binary outcome for each cell—either 444 

growth, or cessation and death—we sought to quantify the ratio of these outcomes 445 

along a gradient of formaldehyde concentrations, by plating M. extorquens onto agar 446 

medium containing formaldehyde at concentrations between 1 and 10 mM in 447 

increments of 1 mM. The results showed no evidence of a bimodal distribution along the 448 

concentration axis; rather, tolerance is continuous, peaks at 0 mM, and declines 449 

exponentially and predictably with increasing formaldehyde concentration (Fig. 6). We 450 

were able to detect cells with tolerance levels as high as 6 mM. While we found growth 451 

stage to have an effect on the abundance of tolerant cells (populations in exponential 452 

growth were shifted toward slightly higher tolerance), the qualitative shape of the 453 

distribution remained the same. Furthermore, populations that were cultured in the 454 

same way and sampled at the same growth stage reproduced similar formaldehyde 455 

tolerance distributions across multiple days (Fig. S4). Notably, all colonies that grew on 456 
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formaldehyde agar medium were of uniform shape and size, suggesting that tolerant 457 

cells shared similar arisal times and growth rates, as was previously observed at 4 mM 458 

(Fig. 4). In addition, cell proliferation assays with the membrane-intercalating dye 459 

performed at concentrations of 2, 3, and 5 mM formaldehyde qualitatively recapitulated 460 

the previously described population turnover seen with the assay at 4 mM, and 461 

supported the relationship between concentration and abundance of tolerant cells (Fig. 462 

S5). Thus, although the consequence of formaldehyde upon an individual cell is binary 463 

(growth or not, rather than a range of growth rates), the distribution of tolerance (i.e., 464 

MBC values) within a population is continuous. 465 

 466 

Transitions in tolerance phenotypes over time depend on growth conditions 467 

Given our previous observations that growth conditions can change the shape of the 468 

formaldehyde tolerance distribution in a population, and that formaldehyde tolerance, 469 

once selected for, can be lost, we sought to characterize more precisely the processes 470 

by which tolerance distributions might shift in a population. Specifically, we hoped to 471 

better understand the relative importance of formaldehyde-mediated selection (whereby 472 

formaldehyde exposure kills sensitive cells) and active changes made by cells to alter 473 

phenotype. We began by monitoring the abundance of each subpopulation, at tolerance 474 

levels between 0 and 10 mM in 1 mM intervals, over time during a 4 mM formaldehyde 475 

exposure experiment. We monitored for 20 hours, the time it takes for most sensitive 476 

subpopulations to lose viability entirely (Fig. 2). As expected, we found that in these 477 

conditions, all subpopulations tolerant to <4 mM decrease in abundance and the 478 

subpopulations tolerant to ≥4 mM increase, resulting after 20 hours in a tolerance 479 

distribution with a maximum at 4 mM (Fig. 7, S6).   480 

 481 

In order to measure the rate at which phenotypic tolerance in the population returns to 482 

its original distribution, we conducted a formaldehyde-free regrowth experiment. 483 

Specifically, we transferred the selected, high-tolerance population to liquid medium 484 

without formaldehyde and monitored the changes in tolerance distributions for the next 485 

24 hours in two different conditions: one with methanol as the sole carbon substrate, 486 

and the other with succinate. We observed a marked difference between the two growth 487 
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conditions in their effect on population tolerance distributions over time. In the succinate 488 

medium, only the populations with low tolerance increased in abundance, whereas 489 

those with high tolerance decreased in abundance, so the shape of the distribution 490 

shifted back toward that of naive M. extorquens cells (Fig. 7, S6). The observation that 491 

tolerant cells decreased in abundance even during an increase in the overall population 492 

suggests that cells were shifting in phenotype from high tolerance to low. In contrast, in 493 

the methanol medium, all tolerant subpopulations increased in abundance at the same 494 

rate: the overall shape of the distribution, with its high proportion of tolerant cells, stayed 495 

the same. Growth in methanol medium thus maintains phenotypic formaldehyde 496 

tolerance in a population that is already tolerant, even though it does not induce or 497 

select for tolerance in sensitive populations. This unexpected substrate-based 498 

hysteresis (historical dependence) may be due to the small amount of formaldehyde 499 

produced inside the cell during methylotrophic metabolism, which might trigger cells, 500 

either through a stress-response mechanism or through regulation of methylotrophic 501 

metabolism, to remain in a tolerant phenotype even if external formaldehyde is not 502 

present in the growth medium. 503 

 504 

Mathematical modeling elucidates cellular phenotype transition processes 505 

underlying population-level shifts 506 

To better understand what biological processes might be responsible for the 507 

observations of the three experiments described above, we developed a mathematical 508 

model to test several hypotheses. We examined the dependence of death rate upon 509 

formaldehyde concentration in the medium and tolerance phenotype of the cell. We also 510 

asked whether shifts in the tolerance distribution could be explained by growth and 511 

selective death alone, or involved other processes. To this end, we tested the effect of 512 

introducing two processes by which cells might actively transition along the 1-513 

dimensional axis of "phenotype space": one involving random phenotype transitions in 514 

any direction (a Brownian motion, or diffusion, process), and one involving directed 515 

transitions toward either higher or lower tolerance (an advection process) (Fig. 8). We 516 

evaluated models based on their ability to reproduce the dynamics from the three 517 

experimental conditions shown in Figure 7: selection during a 4 mM formaldehyde 518 
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exposure experiment, and formaldehyde-free regrowth of the selected high-tolerance 519 

population on either succinate or methanol. 520 

 521 

We modeled the dynamics of M. extorquens populations during exposure to 522 

formaldehyde with a partial differential equation: 523 

 524 

𝜕"𝑁(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑟+𝑁(𝑥, 𝑡) − 𝐻(𝑥, 𝐹)𝑁(𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝐷	𝜕22𝑁(𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝜈	𝜕2𝑁(𝑥, 𝑡)  (1) 525 

The population is structured by phenotype, with N(x,t) denoting the concentration of 526 

cells (CFU*mL-1) with formaldehyde tolerance x (mM) at time t (hours). The 527 

formaldehyde tolerance of a cell is defined as the maximum concentration of 528 

formaldehyde in which the cell can grow. The model tracks cells in a well-mixed, closed 529 

population as they grow on substrate c at per capita rate rc (h-1), die at per capita rate 530 

H(x,F), and change phenotype (Fig. 8). We assume that phenotypic transitions occur 531 

due to two processes, diffusion with coefficient D (mM2*h-1) and advection with rate v 532 

(mM*h-1) (where mM refers to tolerance level). The death function H(x,F) describes per 533 

capita death rate of cells as a function of formaldehyde concentration and is given by: 534 

 535 

𝐻(𝑥, 𝐹) = 𝛼(𝐹 − 𝑏𝑥)	if	𝑥 < 𝐹       (2) 536 

 537 

where F (mM) is the formaldehyde concentration, α (mM-1*h-1, where mM refers to 538 

formaldehyde in the medium) is the death rate, and b (mM tolerance / mM 539 

formaldehyde) specifies the sensitivity of the death rate to a cell's formaldehyde 540 

tolerance level. 541 

 542 

For each of the three experimental conditions separately, we used maximum likelihood 543 

to fit the parameters α, b, D, and v to the data, and used a likelihood ratio test on the 544 

nested models to determine the best model structure. For the selection scenario, we 545 

began with a 1-parameter model with α > 0 and the other parameters equal to 0, and 546 

tested 2-, 3-, and 4-parameter models sequentially, at each step choosing the model 547 

with the highest likelihood as long as it was significantly better than the simpler model 548 

(results in Table 1). For regrowth (where there is no death), we fit only v and D. In each 549 
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of the three experimental conditions, our model was able to reproduce the experimental 550 

observations extremely well (pseudo-R2 = 0.973, 0.993, 0.991 for the formaldehyde 551 

selection, methanol regrowth, and succinate regrowth conditions respectively) (Table 1). 552 

 553 

Phenotype transition processes change according to growth conditions 554 

We examined not only what the best-fit value was for each of the four parameters of 555 

interest, but also whether there was support (by likelihood ratio test) for including each 556 

of the parameters. The three experimental conditions differed from one another in both 557 

considerations, suggesting that the rate and nature of phenotype transition processes 558 

change depending on environment.  559 

 560 

In the formaldehyde selection regime, the best model included both death parameters 561 

(α=0.202±0.022 h-1, b=0.770±0.147), but for the phenotype transition parameters, only 562 

diffusion (D=0.019±0.006 mM2*h-1) and not advection. This indicates that the changes 563 

we observed in the formaldehyde tolerance distribution during formaldehyde exposure 564 

are due not only to death, but also involve phenotype shifts consistent with diffusion. 565 

Diffusion leads to the spread of phenotypes consistent with what was observed in the 566 

model after 20 hours, including the presence of population density at x=2 and x=3 mM 567 

(which otherwise would have decreased to below detection in the absence of transitions 568 

from higher-tolerance phenotypes) and some cells at x>6 (which were not observed in 569 

the initial population, but may have resulted from transitions from lower-tolerance 570 

phenotypes) (Fig. 9).  571 

 572 

For the scenarios involving regrowth of a selected population on formaldehyde-free 573 

medium, the parameter estimates were markedly different from those in the selection 574 

condition, and from each other. For methanol growth, we found support only for very 575 

mild advection toward lower tolerance (v=0.018±0.006 mM*h-1). For succinate growth, 576 

we found support for both advection (v=0.285±0.026 mM*h-1) and diffusion 577 

(D=0.033±0.010 mM2* h-1); the advection term for succinate was an order of magnitude 578 

greater than that for methanol, indicating strong shifts in the direction of lower tolerance 579 

when high-tolerance cells are grown on succinate. This agrees with our earlier 580 
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qualitative observations that growth on succinate, but not on methanol, leads M. 581 

extorquens populations to lose formaldehyde tolerance rapidly and in general to 582 

undergo diversifying phenotype transitions. Furthermore, it supports our hypothesis that 583 

formaldehyde tolerance is associated with methylotrophic growth, and implies that 584 

further work is needed not only to understand the mechanism of phenotypic 585 

formaldehyde tolerance shifts in M. extorquens but also the regulation of those 586 

processes. 587 

 588 

The inclusion of b in the model specifically allowed us to test the possibility that a cell's 589 

formaldehyde tolerance might determine not only the threshold concentration above 590 

which it dies, but also the rate at which it dies (Fig S8). That is, if b=0, the death rate is 591 

equivalent for all cells regardless of tolerance level as long as tolerance is below the 592 

threshold; but for 0<b≤1, cells with lower tolerance levels die more quickly than those 593 

with higher tolerance, and the strength of this dependence upon x scales with the value 594 

of b. The value of b that best fit our data was 0.770 (Table 1), indicating that 595 

formaldehyde-tolerant cells may receive some protection from the tolerance phenotype 596 

even at concentrations above their MBC. However, both the experimental results and 597 

the model simulation showed a bimodal phenotype distribution after formaldehyde 598 

exposure, consistent with a weak dependence of death rate from tolerance level (Fig. 599 

S8). Future experiments with a greater number of observations at low-tolerance 600 

phenotypes would better elucidate the relationship between tolerance and death 601 

dynamics. 602 

 603 

 604 

Discussion 605 

 606 

We have described here a novel example of phenotypic tolerance to a metabolic toxin 607 

that is continuously distributed across individual cells in a clonal microbial population, 608 

where the phenotypic heterogeneity is present even when all cells inhabit the same 609 

environment, but its distribution undergoes dynamic shifts when the population 610 

experiences different environmental conditions. Wild-type populations of genetically 611 
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identical Methylobacterium extorquens cells grown in well-mixed liquid medium contain 612 

individuals with maximum formaldehyde tolerance levels ranging from 0 mM to 6 mM 613 

(and tolerance at up to 8 mM has been observed after selection); although the 614 

distribution is continuous and exponentially decreasing, individuals show binary 615 

growth/non-growth phenotypes at any given formaldehyde concentration, and may 616 

transition among phenotypic states through both bidirectional phenotype diversification 617 

and responsive, directed phenotype shifts. 618 

 619 

When might M. extorquens experience formaldehyde in its natural environment, and at 620 

what concentrations? M. extorquens excretes formaldehyde during the first stages of 621 

the switch between multi-carbon and single-carbon metabolism [26]; in addition, 622 

formaldehyde is a metabolic intermediate in the consumption of many lignin-derived 623 

aromatic compounds [41,42], and we have observed lignin degraders to excrete 624 

formaldehyde into the growth medium at millimolar levels during growth in batch liquid 625 

culture on methoxylated aromatic compounds (Lee & Marx, unpublished). Thus, it is 626 

possible that, in the environment, formaldehyde concentrations in the millimolar range 627 

might accumulate transiently on the microscale, especially within cell aggregates such 628 

as those observed on plant leaves [43]. However, it is also possible that formaldehyde 629 

tolerance is an outward manifestation of a cellular state that has quite a different 630 

relevance in the native environment of M. extorquens: high tolerance to local (external) 631 

formaldehyde may indicate a high capacity for tolerating (internal) formaldehyde 632 

generated through methylotrophic metabolism. As such, this phenomenon may provide 633 

insight into processes that are general to many organisms whose central metabolic 634 

pathways involve toxic intermediates [44,45]. 635 

 636 

The mechanisms by which high-tolerance cells can maintain normal growth in the 637 

presence of seemingly lethal concentrations of formaldehyde, and by which that ability 638 

is transmitted to progeny, remain yet to be discovered. Phenotypic formaldehyde 639 

tolerance could involve a specific stress-response system. Alternatively, it may involve 640 

components of methylotrophic metabolism, as suggested by the association between 641 

maintenance of formaldehyde tolerance and methanol growth, and the potentially lower 642 
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fitness of tolerant cells during succinate growth. Previous reports have found phenotypic 643 

heterogeneity in the related strain M. extorquens AM1 in growth rate, cell size, gene 644 

expression levels, and ability to switch between carbon substrates [8,46,47]; those 645 

forms of diversity may have a similar basis to the phenomenon discussed here. 646 

Because of the crucial role that the H4MPT pathway of formaldehyde oxidation plays in 647 

removing cellular formaldehyde and thus allowing methylotrophic growth [29], very small 648 

variations in the activity of H4MPT pathway enzymes might have a significant impact on 649 

a cell's capacity to tolerate externally-provided formaldehyde. Assuming that 650 

formaldehyde transport into the cytoplasm is diffusion-driven (as no means of active 651 

transport has yet been discovered), phenotypic diversity in formaldehyde oxidation 652 

capacity would result in a range of internal concentrations across cells. Furthermore, if 653 

cells that begin to experience formaldehyde-mediated damage to proteins and other 654 

macromolecules begin to lose their capacity to oxidize formaldehyde, this would 655 

generate a positive feedback circuit that could ultimately determine a binary outcome to 656 

whether a cell lives or dies. The fact that we observed no elongation at all from the cells 657 

that could not grow at 2.5 mM suggests that this postulated positive feedback 658 

mechanism acts on a very fast timescale (i.e., minutes, not hours). This mechanism 659 

could explain both the continuous relationship between concentration and abundance of 660 

tolerant cells, and the binary nature of the "live normally or die immediately" distribution 661 

observed at each specific formaldehyde level, similar to the topology of interactions 662 

observed in the case of chloramphenicol resistance described earlier [23]. 663 

 664 

Viewed this way, formaldehyde tolerance exhibits potential parallels with other 665 

examples in which phenotype switching is mediated by a bistable switch: for instance, 666 

pyrimidine-mediated colony type switching in Bacillus subtilis [48], chloramphenicol 667 

resistance [23], and lactose utilization E. coli [49]. In all these cases, the balance 668 

between the concentrations of multiple intracellular components determines the 669 

phenotype of a cell, with cells pushed away from the threshold into one of two states by 670 

a positive feedback loop, and often maintained there by hysteresis (as we observed in 671 

the maintenance of formaldehyde tolerance among cells growing on methanol, Fig. 7). 672 

Making changes that alter the ratios of the components, through control of either gene 673 
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expression or of the environment, alters the frequency of cells near the threshold and 674 

thereby the ratio of cells in each of the two bistable states (as we observed when 675 

altering formaldehyde concentrations in the medium). Furthermore, these systems are 676 

analogous to threshold traits observed in animals, in which observed discontinuous 677 

phenotypes (e.g., two phenotypic morphs) arise from a continuously distributed 678 

underlying trait [50]. The threshold model of quantitative genetics describes a constant 679 

threshold that determines which values of the underlying trait generate each of the 680 

phenotypic morphs; evolutionary and environmental changes can lead to shifts in the 681 

underlying trait distributions that result in different ratios of the two morphs being 682 

observed in different environments. As we have shown here, the continuously 683 

distributed trait of M. extorquens formaldehyde tolerance similarly changes with 684 

environment; however, in this case the threshold (environmental formaldehyde 685 

concentration, which separates tolerant cells from sensitive) is external and may also be 686 

manipulated. M. extorquens therefore provides a convenient model system in which to 687 

probe the dynamics of threshold traits. 688 

 689 

Both stress response proteins and metabolic enzymes are inherited during cell division, 690 

so either pathway provides a hypothesis for the heritability of formaldehyde tolerance 691 

that we observed after formaldehyde was removed. Lineage dependence has been 692 

observed in numerous cases of phenotypic heterogeneity, and is often cited as 693 

evidence that the phenotype of interest is dictated by a heritable component of the cell 694 

with a moderately long lifetime (e.g., pole age [8], stress-protective protein aggregates 695 

[51]). In these cases, the random transitions in phenotype that we modeled as diffusion 696 

can be explained by asymmetric partitioning of cell contents [52], whereas the directed 697 

transitions that we modeled as advection could be due to responsive up- or down-698 

regulation of the production/degradation or (in)activation of the molecules involved. 699 

 700 

The balance between stochastic and responsive phenotype differentiation processes, 701 

as mechanisms for increasing population fitness in unpredictable environments, has 702 

often been discussed as a question of the relative costs and benefits of each. Both 703 

mathematical modeling [53,54] and laboratory evolution [18,55] have demonstrated that 704 
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either mechanism—or both simultaneously—can be selected for, with evolutionary 705 

outcomes dictated by the cost of sensing, the timing of environmental change, the 706 

reliability of environmental cues, and the spatial structure of the community. The fact 707 

that we observed non-directed general diversification in our populations in some growth 708 

conditions, and environment-responsive, directed phenotype shifts in others, strongly 709 

suggests that that differentiation in formaldehyde tolerance in M. extorquens is not due 710 

simply to unavoidable molecular noise, but rather it is a regulated process conferring a 711 

fitness advantage. 712 

 713 

If it exists, the nature of such a fitness advantage remains unclear; it is tempting to ask 714 

why M. extorquens does not maintain a population composed solely of high-tolerance 715 

cells. The evolutionary basis for phenotypic heterogeneity in genetically identical 716 

populations of microorganisms is frequently ascribed to diversifying bet-hedging, in 717 

which a species in an unpredictably changing environment constitutively generates 718 

progeny with multiple phenotypes to ensure that at least a few will thrive in any 719 

circumstances [11,56]. The surface of the plant leaf, the native environment of M. 720 

extorquens, is indeed unpredictable: cells depend for growth upon a combination of 721 

gaseous methanol excreted from plant stomata [57] and other metabolites such as 722 

simple organic acids produced by the plant or by other microorganisms [58]. The 723 

emission of methanol, dependent on the metabolic state of the plant host and the 724 

conductivity of the stomata, undergoes large temporal variation [59]. It is therefore 725 

plausible that this environment could select for heterogeneity in formaldehyde toxicity 726 

response and in growth on non-methylotrophic substrates. An alternative evolutionary 727 

explanation is division of labor, which is an advantageous strategy when a particular 728 

activity is beneficial to the population but incurs some cost to the individual carrying it 729 

out [54]. In our experiments, the tolerant subpopulation is capable of detoxifying 730 

formaldehyde from the growth medium; although in batch culture this occurs too late to 731 

prevent the sensitive cells from dying (Fig. 2), this might occur differently in a spatially-732 

structured community such as cell aggregates on the surface of a plant leaf.  733 

 734 
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Importantly, both bet-hedging and division of labor assume fitness tradeoffs among the 735 

phenotypes being diversified. Although tolerant cells may be slower than sensitive cells 736 

at growth on a multicarbon substrate (Fig. S8), it is unclear whether this disadvantage is 737 

substantial enough to explain the low frequency of high-tolerance cells in our M. 738 

extorquens populations. Further mathematical modeling could be used to quantify the 739 

effects of these growth tradeoffs and to explore conditions that could lead to the 740 

evolution of the steady-state distribution that we have observed in the lab. Furthermore, 741 

while phenotypic heterogeneity has been studied in great depth both in laboratory 742 

populations and in populations simulated by mathematical modeling, there remains a 743 

dearth of research on organisms in the natural environments in which they evolved 744 

[56,60]. Future experiments examining the dynamics of phenotypic formaldehyde 745 

tolerance among M. extorquens cells growing on plant leaves, and among related 746 

methylotrophs in other environmental niches, will be essential to establishing the 747 

environmental relevance of this phenomenon.  748 

 749 

 750 

Materials and Methods 751 

 752 

Bacterial strains and culture conditions 753 

All experiments were conducted with M. extorquens PA1 CM2730, an otherwise wild-754 

type strain that contains a deletion of the cellulose synthesis operon to prevent cell 755 

clumping [61]. All cultures were grown at 30 °C in MPIPES mineral medium (30 mM 756 

PIPES, 1.45 mM K2HPO4, 1.88 mM NaH2PO4, 0.5 mM MgCl2, 5.0 mM (NH4)2SO4, 0.02 757 

mM CaCl2, 45.3 µM Na3C6H5O7, 1.2 µM ZnSO4, 1.02 µM MnCl2, 17.8 µM FeSO4, 2 µM 758 

(NH4)6Mo7O24, 1 µM CuSO4, 2 µM CoCl2, 0.338 µM Na2WO4, pH 6.7) [61], either in 759 

liquid form or with the addition of 15 g/L Bacto-Agar (BD Diagnostics) for solid medium. 760 

Growth substrates consisted either of methanol provided at 15 mM (in liquid medium) or 761 

125 mM (in solid medium); or succinate provided at lower concentrations to ensure the 762 

same molarity of carbon as in methanol conditions: 3.5 mM succinate (in liquid) or 15 763 

mM (in solid). Unless otherwise noted, all liquid cultures were grown as a 20 mL volume 764 

in 50 mL-capacity conical flasks, capped with Suba-Seal rubber septa (Sigma-Aldrich) 765 
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to prevent the escape of volatile compounds, with shaking at 250 rpm. Extensive testing 766 

in our lab has shown that cultures grown thus are not limited by oxygen availability and 767 

grow at the same rate as in flasks with loose lids. Prior to the beginning of each 768 

experiment, cultures were streaked from freezer stock onto solid medium and allowed to 769 

grow for 4 days to form colonies, and for each biological replicate a single colony was 770 

used to inoculate 5 mL of liquid medium in a culture tube and allowed to grow 24 hours. 771 

This overnight culture, containing ~2x108 CFU/mL at stationary phase, was used as the 772 

inoculum for the growth experiment. 773 

 774 

Formaldehyde exposure experiments 775 

Growth and tolerance distribution dynamics in the presence of low concentrations of 776 

formaldehyde were assessed by inoculating stationary-phase culture at a 1:64 dilution 777 

(for an initial population of ~3x106 CFU/mL) into fresh MPIPES + methanol medium 778 

containing formaldehyde at the specified concentration (4 mM unless otherwise stated). 779 

Cultures were grown under the conditions described above (20 mL MPIPES, Suba-Seal 780 

septa, shaking at 30 °C) and sampled periodically to measure cell viability and 781 

formaldehyde concentration. Sampling was conducted as follows: 100 µL of culture was 782 

removed through the septum using a sterile syringe and transferred to a trUVue low-783 

volume cuvette (Bio-Rad) to read optical density at 600 nm using a SmartSpec Plus 784 

spectrophotometer (Bio-Rad). An additional 200 µL of culture was removed and 785 

transferred to a microcentrifuge tube. The culture was centrifuged for 1 minute at 14,000 786 

x g; the supernatant was removed and saved for formaldehyde measurement (see 787 

below) and the cell pellet was resuspended in 200 µL fresh MPIPES medium without 788 

carbon substrate or formaldehyde. Cells were then subjected to serial 1:10 dilutions in 789 

MPIPES to a final dilution of 10-6. From each of the seven dilutions, three replicates of 790 

10 µL were pipetted onto culture plate containing MPIPES-methanol solid medium to 791 

form spots (total: 21 spots per sample per plate type). In experiments measuring 792 

formaldehyde tolerance distribution, multiple plate types were used, each type 793 

containing a different concentration of formaldehyde (see "Formaldehyde tolerance 794 

distributions," below). The spots were allowed to dry briefly in a laminar flow hood, then 795 

lids were replaced and plates were stored in plastic bags and incubated at 30 °C for 4 796 
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days before colonies were counted. For each replicate set of seven spots, the two 797 

highest-dilution spots with countable colonies were enumerated and summed, then 798 

multiplied by 1.1 times the lower of the two dilution factors to calculate the original 799 

number of colony-forming units (CFU) in the sample. For each sample, the mean and 800 

standard deviation of the three replicate spot series was calculated. 801 

 802 

For the measurement of death rates in the presence of high concentrations of 803 

formaldehyde, cells were grown in MPIPES medium with methanol and no 804 

formaldehyde until they reached an OD600 of 0.1 (~ 1x108 CFU/mL, mid-exponential 805 

phase), then formaldehyde was added to the desired final concentration and 806 

immediately mixed well. Growth conditions were as described above and samples were 807 

taken every 20 minutes to measure formaldehyde concentrations and cell viability. 808 

Growth rates were measured by fitting a linear relationship between time and the binary 809 

logarithm of CFU/mL using the lm function; differences among growth rates were 810 

assessed using either the anova function or the t.test function, in the stats package. 811 

 812 

Fresh 1 M formaldehyde stock was made weekly by combining 0.3 g paraformaldehyde 813 

powder (Sigma Aldrich), 9.95 mL ultrapure water, and 50 µL 10 N NaOH solution in a 814 

sealed tube, and immersing in a boiling water bath for 20 minutes to depolymerize. 815 

Formaldehyde was measured using the method of Nash [62]. In brief, equal volumes of 816 

sample (or standard) and Nash Reagent B (2 M ammonium acetate, 50 mM glacial 817 

acetic acid, 20 mM acetylacetone) were combined in a microcentrifuge tube and 818 

incubated for 6 minutes at 60 ºC. Absorbance was read on a spectrophotometer at 412 819 

nm. For experiments involving large numbers of samples, the same assay was 820 

conducted in a 96-well polystyrene flat-bottom culture plate (Olympus Plastics): 100 µL 821 

each of sample and Reagent B were combined in each well of a culture plate and the 822 

plate was incubated at 60 ºC for 10 minutes before reading absorbance at 432 nm on a 823 

Wallac 1420 Victor2 multilabel plate reader (Perkin Elmer). A clean plate was used for 824 

each assay; each plate contained each sample in triplicate as well as a standard curve 825 

run in triplicate. 826 

 827 
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Genome resequencing of formaldehyde-tolerant subpopulation 828 

Whole-genome sequencing was conducted on an M. extorquens population selected for 829 

high formaldehyde tolerance, to determine whether there were any genetic changes 830 

associated with the formaldehyde tolerance phenotype. In addition, the genomes of two 831 

non-selected M. extorquens populations were prepared, sequenced, and analyzed at 832 

the same time using the same methods, as controls to enable us to distinguish 833 

mutations specific to formaldehyde tolerance from any that may have accrued in our 834 

laboratory strain since the sequencing of the published genome. 835 

 836 

Tolerant cells were selected via a 4 mM formaldehyde exposure experiment as 837 

described above, and allowed to grow until stationary phase; the tolerance distribution 838 

of each population was assayed to confirm that cells were indeed 100% tolerant to 4 839 

mM formaldehyde (see "Formaldehyde tolerance distributions," below). From each of 3 840 

replicate populations, 2 mL of culture (~2.2x108 CFU/sample) were harvested. Genomic 841 

DNA was extracted using the Epicentre Masterpure Complete DNA and RNA 842 

Purification Kit (Epicentre/Illumina), following the manufacturer protocol for DNA 843 

purification, and the three populations were pooled. Library preparation was carried out 844 

by the IBEST Genomic Resources Center at the University of Idaho (Moscow, ID): 845 

genomic DNA was used to make shotgun libraries using the TruSeq PCR-free Library 846 

Prep Kit (Illumina) with the HiSeq-length insert option (short), amplified using KAPA 847 

(Illumina), cleaned using magnetic beads (MagBio), and quantified using fluorometry 848 

prior to pooling. The pooled library was quality-checked by Fragment Analyzer 849 

(Advanced Analytical) and quantified with the KAPA Library Quantification Kit for ABI 850 

Prism (Kapa Biosystems). Sequencing was conducted in a 1x100 run on a HiSeq 4000 851 

at the University of Oregon Genomics and Cell Characterization Core Facility (Eugene, 852 

OR); reads were demultiplexed by the facility using bcl2fastq Conversion Software 853 

(Illumina).  854 

 855 

Genomic data was analyzed for evidence of mutations using breseq 0.32.1 [63] with 856 

default settings, using the published genome of M. extorquens PA1 (NC_010172 [64]) 857 

as a reference, and comparing with a similar dataset from an M. extorquens CM2730 858 
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population that had been grown without formaldehyde. No predicted mutations were 859 

found in the formaldehyde-tolerant population that were not also found in the non-860 

formaldehyde population. Three genomic loci (MEXT_RS13110, MEXT_RS12285/ 861 

MEXT_RS12290 intergenic region, MEXT_RS02695) carried SNPs identified as 862 

"marginal mutation predictions" at a frequency of <33%, but further analysis revealed 863 

these to be due to assembly errors in extremely repeat-rich regions that appear in both 864 

the tolerant and control samples. Areas containing marginal mutation predictions were 865 

further checked by PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing of the original DNA. 866 

Primers used were 5'- CTCTCCGCCGAAGTGGT-3' and 5'- 867 

GCCTTCCTCGGGTTCAAGGG-3' (for MEXT_RS02695); 5'- 868 

CAGGGAACGCTCGTAGAGG-3' and 5'- CCACCGTGAAACGCACCGTA-3' (for 869 

MEXT_RS12285-RS12290); and 5'-GTAGACCGCCTCCGAGACTT-3' and 5'- 870 

GTAGACCGCCTCCGAGACTT-3' (for MEXT_RS13110). Genome resequencing data 871 

have been deposited in the NCBI SRA database under BioProject PRJNA504295.  872 

 873 

Cell proliferation assay 874 

Growth versus non-growth phenotypes in bulk liquid culture were assessed using a cell 875 

proliferation assay with the non-toxic green fluorescent membrane linker dye PKH67 876 

(Sigma-Aldrich). To ensure that Methylobacterium cells could be easily distinguished 877 

from background events in flow cytometry, experiments were conducted using M. 878 

extorquens CM3839, a strain identical to CM2730 but constitutively expressing the red 879 

fluorescent protein mCherry at the hpt locus [65]. Stationary-phase cultures were 880 

stained and washed following the manufacturer protocol for PKH67, modified only in 881 

that all centrifugation steps were carried out for 1 minute at 14,000 x g. OD600 was 882 

measured after staining to account for any loss of cells, and inoculation density was 883 

adjusted to ensure an initial population of ~3x106 CFU/mL. Stained cells were used in a 884 

formaldehyde exposure experiment as described above, with treatments at 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 885 

5, and 20 mM formaldehyde. Unstained cells were grown alongside the stained cells as 886 

a control to assess whether staining affected growth rate or viability; no measurable 887 

difference in growth was detected. Samples were taken periodically by syringe and 888 

washed of formaldehyde as described above; instead of plating for viability, they were 889 
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resuspended in 1 M (3%) formaldehyde as a fixative and stored at 4 °C until analysis by 890 

flow cytometry. Immediately prior to analysis, cells were centrifuged once more and 891 

resuspended in fresh medium to remove excess formaldehyde. 892 

 893 

Flow cytometry was conducted in the IBEST Imaging Core at the University of Idaho 894 

using a CytoFLEX S benchtop flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter); each sample was 895 

analyzed at a flow rate of 10 µL/min for 3 minutes to ensure that an equal volume was 896 

examined from each. Output was gated to allow only events with a mCherry signal 897 

(ECD-area channel, excitation: 488 nm, emission: 610/620 bp) >103. Per-cell membrane 898 

fluorescence was measured in the FITC-area channel (excitation: 488 nm; emission: 899 

525/40 bp). Data analysis was conducted in R v.3.4.3 [66] using the flowCore package 900 

[67] to interpret fcs files and the ggplot2 package [68] to generate plots. 901 

 902 

Formaldehyde tolerance distributions 903 

The distribution of formaldehyde tolerance phenotypes within a population was 904 

assessed by plating cell cultures onto agar plates containing formaldehyde. MPIPES 905 

medium was prepared with agar, autoclaved, and cooled to 50 ºC; then methanol and 906 

formaldehyde to the desired final concentration were rapidly mixed in, and the agar was 907 

poured into 100 mm petri dishes. The dish lids were immediately replaced and plates 908 

were cooled on the benchtop. Plates were stored at 4 ºC and used within 1 week of 909 

pouring. CFU were plated and enumerated as described above. This method has a limit 910 

of detection of 1.65x10-7 (an abundance of 34 CFU/mL is necessary to observe 1 cell 911 

per 30 µL plated, and the total cell population tested was 2x108 CFU/mL; therefore the 912 

least-abundant subpopulation that could be detected, disregarding the effects of 913 

Poisson distributions at lower λ, is one with an average frequency of 1.65x10-7 within 914 

the total population). 915 

 916 

To assess whether formaldehyde concentrations in agar culture plates changed over 917 

time due to volatilization, plates containing 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mM of formaldehyde 918 

were assayed for formaldehyde content before and after a 3-day incubation, stored 919 

together in the same bag, at 30 ºC. A small amount of agar (~0.1 g) was excised from 920 
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the plate, melted, diluted 1:10 in MPIPES medium, and assayed using the Nash 921 

protocol (described above). Each plate was assayed in triplicate. No change in 922 

concentration was detected in any of the plates (Fig. S9). 923 

 924 

Colony arisal time and growth rates 925 

To measure the effect of formaldehyde damage on colony time and growth rates, colony 926 

growth was monitored using Epson Perfection V600 flatbed photo scanners. 927 

Formaldehyde exposure experiments were carried out on M. extorquens as described 928 

above, but diluted samples were spread-plated rather than spotted onto culture plates: 929 

100 µL of one dilution was spread on each plate. Lids were lined with sterile black felt to 930 

reduce condensation and increase contrast, and plates were placed agar-side-down on 931 

scanner beds. Each culture contained precisely 30 mL of agar medium, to ensure 932 

uniformity of nutrient supply and hydration status across all plates; temperature probes 933 

were included between plates on scanner beds to monitor temperatures for consistency. 934 

Scanners were placed in a 30 °C incubator and image acquisition was controlled by a 935 

computer running Linux Mint, using a cron job for scheduling and a custom bash script 936 

employing the utility scanimage to take images once per hour.  937 

 938 

Images were processed using a custom Python 3.5.6 script employing scikit-image 939 

v.0.12.1 [69] to identify colonies and measure their areas in pixels. Subsequent data 940 

analysis was conducted in R: double colonies and non-colony objects were removed 941 

from the dataset, colony arisal time was measured as the first timepoint at which colony 942 

area measured greater than 100 pixels, and colony growth rate was measured by fitting 943 

a linear relationship between time and the binary logarithm of colony area using the lm 944 

function. Variability among growth rates was assessed as the median average deviation 945 

(MAD) within the colonies from a single timepoint, using the mad function in the stats 946 

package. The effect of formaldehyde exposure time on colony arisal time, colony growth 947 

rate, and MAD was calculated using simple linear models using the lm function. Further 948 

details of both image analysis and colony growth statistics are included in Supplemental 949 

Materials (Fig. S2). 950 

 951 
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Time-lapse microscopy 952 

To analyze the formaldehyde-dependent heterogeneous response in lag-phase and 953 

elongation rates of M. extorquens, we employed single-cell time-lapse microscopy using 954 

a phase-contrast inverted microscope (Leica, DMi8) equipped with an automated stage. 955 

For image acquisition, we employed a 60x (PH2, NA: 0.7) magnification objective and a 956 

sCMOS camera (Hamamatsu, ORCA-Flash 4). Time-lapse imaging was performed 957 

under ambient conditions (regulated at 26 ºC ± 1 ºC) with a 5-minute period using 958 

automated routines (Molecular Devices, Methamorph). All reported experiments were 959 

performed once. 960 

 961 

For imaging with single-cell resolution, 2 µL of 10x diluted stationary-phase cells 962 

(approximately 6x105 CFU) grown in liquid MPIPES-methanol without formaldehyde 963 

were introduced on 1 mm thick agar pads pre-deposited on a glass coverslip. The 964 

culture solution was allowed to dry for approximately 10 minutes within a biosafety 965 

cabinet and was subsequently covered with a second coverslip. Individual bacteria were 966 

therefore immobilized at the agar-coverslip interface, allowing them to grow in two 967 

dimensions. Specific locations (200x150 µm2) were monitored in parallel, selected by 968 

evaluating the distance between individual cells at the beginning of each experiment so 969 

that expanding micro-colonies would not overlap spatially at later time points. On 970 

average, 40 microcolonies per location were imaged, with approximately 8-10 individual 971 

cells per microcolony in the final timepoint. ImageJ [70] and manual curation were 972 

employed for cell segmentation and tracking (Fig. S10).   973 

 974 

To prepare the pads, MPIPES-agar medium was prepared as described above 975 

("Bacterial strains and culture conditions"), and melted at 70 ºC for approximately 2 976 

hours using a convection oven. Subsequently, methanol was introduced to the agar 977 

medium to a final concentration of 125 mM. Specific to the formaldehyde tolerance 978 

experiments, formaldehyde was also added to a final concentration of 2.5 mM. In all 979 

experiments, a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) frame was 980 

employed to cover all free edges of the agar pads. This step was employed to minimize 981 

formaldehyde evaporation during time-lapse imaging. To fabricate these membranes, 982 
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PDMS monomer was mixed with its catalyst at a 10:1 ratio, degassed, and cured at 70 983 

ºC for approximately 2 hours.  Subsequently, the cured PDMS was cut to an area of 984 

25×50 mm2, including a 21×47 mm2 internal aperture, where the melted agar was 985 

subsequently introduced. 986 

 987 

Analysis of cell doubling times and microcolony lag times was conducted in R. The 988 

wilcox.test function was used to compare the formaldehyde-treated population with the 989 

control population by Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon test [71]. The relative effects of 990 

formaldehyde treatment and colony lineage were assessed by permutational 991 

multivariate ANOVA using distance matrices (PERMANOVA) [72], with the adonis 992 

function in the vegan package [73]. 993 

 994 

For all microscopy experiments, an aliquot of the same culture used for the microscopy 995 

experiment was simultaneously grown in batch liquid culture with same concentration of 996 

formaldehyde, and CFUs in both the total and formaldehyde-tolerant populations were 997 

tracked over time, as a control. In all cases, the growth of the liquid culture proceeded 998 

as expected and the frequency of formaldehyde-tolerant cells matched that observed in 999 

the microscopy experiment.  1000 

 1001 

Assays on selected formaldehyde-tolerant subpopulations: fitness trade-offs 1002 

formaldehyde-free regrowth experiments 1003 

For characterization of the formaldehyde-tolerant subpopulation, a 4 mM formaldehyde 1004 

exposure experiment was conducted as described above to select for cells with a 1005 

minimum tolerance level of 4 mM. Once cultures had reached stationary phase 1006 

(approximately 80 hours), they were used within 4 hours for further experiments. 1007 

 1008 

Assessment of tolerance to antimicrobial drugs and to hydrogen peroxide were carried 1009 

out using a disk susceptibility test: liquid exponential-phase cultures grown on methanol 1010 

in standard conditions were diluted to an OD600 of 0.3, then spread using a sterile swab 1011 

onto the surface of MPIPES-methanol-agar plates and allowed to dry. A BBL Sensi-Disc 1012 

(Becton-Dickinson), impregnated with one antibiotic compound at a set concentration, 1013 
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was then placed on top of the plate. Plates were incubated at 30 °C for 48 hours to 1014 

allow a lawn to grow; the diameter of the clearing zone around the antibiotic disk was 1015 

then measured and compared between the naive and selected high-tolerance 1016 

populations. 1017 

 1018 

To compare growth rates on different carbon substrates, three selected subpopulations, 1019 

and three naive populations not previously exposed to formaldehyde, were diluted 1:64 1020 

into fresh MPIPES medium containing either methanol or succinate, and each of those 1021 

was transferred into the wells of a 48-well tissue culture plate (Corning Costar) with 640 1022 

µL culture in each of three replicate wells. Plates were incubated on a Liconic LPX44 1023 

incubator shaker at 650 rpm, and OD600 was read using a Wallac 1420 Victor2 plate 1024 

reader. Growth rates were calculated in R using timepoints during the period of 1025 

exponential growth (between 5-18 hours for methanol growth and 5-22 hours for 1026 

succinate), by fitting a linear relationship between time and the binary logarithm of the 1027 

OD using the lm function in R. Rates were calculated for each well individually; for each 1028 

biological replicate, the mean and standard deviation of the three replicate wells was 1029 

calculated. Statistical tests of differences among growth rates consisted of analysis of 1030 

variance using the anova function from the stats package, and planned contrasts 1031 

calculated using the lsmeans and contrast functions from the lsmeans package. 1032 

 1033 

To assess tolerance distribution dynamics during formaldehyde-free regrowth, three 1034 

selected subpopulations were each diluted 1:64 into two batches of fresh MPIPES liquid 1035 

medium, one batch containing methanol and the other succinate. Dilutions were grown 1036 

in standard flask conditions as described above, but with loose caps instead of Suba 1037 

Seals. Cultures were sampled every 4 hours for serial dilution and plating as described 1038 

above, with each sample plated onto each of 7 plates containing different levels of 1039 

formaldehyde (0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, or 12 mM). Plates were incubated and colonies were 1040 

counted as described above. 1041 

  1042 
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Mathematical model 1043 

Growth, death, and phenotype transitions of M. extorquens populations were modeled 1044 

using a partial differential equation (PDE; Equation 1). The full code for parameter fitting 1045 

and model selection is included as an R notebook in the Supporting Information, File 1046 

S1. Over the time periods for which we ran the model simulation, there was no effective 1047 

change in the concentration of either of the growth substrates (methanol, succinate; 1048 

each of which have extremely low half-saturation constants [74,75]) or formaldehyde 1049 

(Fig. 2); these compounds were therefore not explicitly included as time-dependent 1050 

variables in the model. Furthermore, given that tolerance either has no effect upon 1051 

growth on methanol, or a mild effect upon succinate growth, we use a single value of rc 1052 

for all values of x.  1053 

 1054 

Modeling was conducted in R. The PDE was solved numerically by vectorized ODEs, 1055 

where each ODE corresponded to a discrete bin within tolerance space of 0.01 mM 1056 

formaldehyde. A finite difference grid was created using the setup.grid.1D function, and 1057 

advection and diffusion were calculated using the advection.1D or tran.1D function as 1058 

appropriate for the different models, in the ReacTran package v. 1.4.3.1 [76]. The 1059 

vectorized ODEs were solved using the ode.1D function from the package deSolve 1060 

v1.21 [77], with the lsoda method [78]. Zero-flux boundary conditions for Equation 1 are 1061 

given by: ∂xN(0,t)=0 and ∂xN(L,t)=0. The lower boundary was set as x=0 because 1062 

tolerance cannot fall below 0. The upper boundary (x=L) for each growth condition was 1063 

set higher than the highest experimentally observed value, sufficiently large so as not to 1064 

constrain the upward transition of cells in phenotypic space.  1065 

 1066 

Initial conditions 1067 

The experimentally measured distributions of formaldehyde tolerances in the original 1068 

populations were used as initial conditions in all model runs. Because we found that 1069 

populations exhibit a slight shift toward higher average tolerance within 2 hours of 1070 

transitioning from the stationary (non-growing) to the exponential (growing) phase (Fig. 1071 

6), and because our model specifically focuses on growth phenomena and does not 1072 

capture behavior in stationary phase, we chose the 2-hour tolerance distribution as our 1073 
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initial condition (Fig. S7) in order to avoid artefacts that would result from using the 0-1074 

hour stationary-phase distribution. Three biological replicates were generated and the 1075 

average of the three used to generate the distribution. 1076 

 1077 

Because the model is continuous, whereas the experimental data were obtained at a 1078 

resolution of 1.0 or 2.0 mM formaldehyde in tolerance space, the initial conditions for 1079 

the model were generated by fitting a monotone cubic spline using the function 1080 

splinefun in R with method "hyman," to interpolate cell abundances for values of x at 1081 

intervals of 0.01 mM (Fig. S7). Subsequently, for comparison of model results with 1082 

experimental results, the model results were summed in 1 mM or 2 mM intervals to re-1083 

obtain coarse bins matching the resolution of the experimental data (as in Fig. 9).  1084 

 1085 

In the model, x denotes tolerance as the maximum tolerance level of a cell or 1086 

subpopulation. However, our experimental CFU counts are cumulative in that regard 1087 

(i.e., the cells that form colonies on culture plates containing 3 mM formaldehyde 1088 

include those with a maximum tolerance of not just 3 mM but also 4 mM, 5 mM, and 6 1089 

mM). For the purposes of carrying out the model, we therefore transformed the 1090 

empirical tolerance distributions in the experimental datasets to calculate the actual 1091 

(non-cumulative) number of CFU at each phenotype level using the following formula: 1092 

 1093 

𝑁(𝑥) = 𝑁9(𝑥) − 𝑁9(𝑥 + ℎ)     (3) 1094 

 1095 

where N(x) is the number of cells that uniquely have a given tolerance level x, 𝑁9(𝑥) is 1096 

the number of cells measured experimentally as CFU on culture plates with 1097 

formaldehyde concentration x, and h is the step size between categories in data (1 mM 1098 

for Fig. 7a; 2 mM for Figs. 7b-c). This transformation to the non-cumulative distribution 1099 

was used after spline fitting to calculate the initial distributions for the model, and model 1100 

results are shown in this format in Fig. 9a-b and Fig. S8b. However, for all other 1101 

purposes, including parameter fitting as well as display in Figs. 9c-d and S11, model 1102 

results were transformed back to the cumulative distribution for comparison with the 1103 

experimental results. Both forms of the data are displayed in the R notebook (File S1). 1104 
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 1105 

A further adjustment to data from all timepoints was made to account for the 1106 

experimental limit of detection (34 CFU/mL) in measuring formaldehyde tolerance 1107 

distributions: growth of originally undetected low-frequency cells in the high-tolerance 1108 

phenotypes could potentially be mistaken as transition into those phenotypes from 1109 

lower-tolerance phenotypes. To assess whether such undetected cells would make a 1110 

difference to the model results, we generated a set of "extended" CFU counts in which 1111 

we made the extreme correction of adding 1 CFU to the experimental observations (the 1112 

equivalent of 90.9 CFU/mL for that replicate, or 30.3 CFU/mL if averaged across the 1113 

three replicates) at high formaldehyde concentrations where the observation had been 0 1114 

CFU. This correction was made to the data from all timepoints, according to the 1115 

following rules: 1116 

1. If 0 colonies were observed in all technical replicates, add 1 colony to one of the 1117 

replicates. 1118 

2. Only do (1) if either: 1119 

a) there is an observation of ≥1 colony at a higher concentration than the one being 1120 

considered, OR 1121 

b) it is the first concentration beyond the last observation of ≥1 colony. 1122 

 1123 

We carried out parameter fitting and model selection for the 4 mM formaldehyde 1124 

selection experiment using both the original dataset and the extended one (as 1125 

described in the previous paragraph). Although the use of the extended dataset resulted 1126 

in minor differences in the estimated parameters (Tables 1 and S1, Fig. S11), the same 1127 

form of the model was favored (the 3-parameter model with α, d, and b), and the 1128 

pseudo-R2 (0.973) was slightly better than for the version using the original dataset 1129 

(0.970). We interpreted this to mean that the inclusion or omission of rare undetected 1130 

cells at high tolerance levels makes little difference to any biologically relevant 1131 

conclusions, but that our correction may allow for a better model fit. We therefore 1132 

proceeded with only the extended dataset for the models describing formaldehyde-free 1133 

regrowth, and all parameter and statistical values given in the text are those for the 1134 

extended data. 1135 
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 1136 

Parameter estimation 1137 

Growth rates (rc for substrate c, either methanol or succinate, h-1) and their standard 1138 

errors were estimated from fitting experimental data of growth of a wild-type, naive 1139 

population on either succinate or methanol as a primary carbon source, in the absence 1140 

of formaldehyde (Fig. S7). Linear regression was used to fit the relationship between 1141 

cell count and time for the exponential portion of three replicate growth curves, using 1142 

the lm function in R. The growth rate on methanol was 0.195±0.001 h-1 and the growth 1143 

rate on succinate was 0.267±0.005 h-1, where ± denotes 95% confidence interval.  1144 

 1145 

The death rate (α), dependence of death on tolerance (b), diffusion (D), and advection 1146 

(ν) parameters were estimated using maximum likelihood. Due to the exponential nature 1147 

of bacterial growth, and because our data sets contain a number of zeroes, we 1148 

transformed our data using the hyperbolic arcsine function (𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ(𝑥) = 𝑙𝑛(𝑥 + √1 + 𝑥B)) 1149 

[60], which is approximately logarithmic but defined at x=0. The functions lm and logLik 1150 

in R were used to calculate log-likelihood under a linear model; optimization was carried 1151 

out in R using optim with the Nelder-Mead method. Standard errors of the parameters 1152 

were calculated from the Hessian matrix. Fitted values for D and v are given in Table 1 1153 

and Table S1. In addition, we generated a phenotype-independent estimate of α using 1154 

death rate data from a separate set of time-kill experiments (such as those in Fig. 1) at 1155 

formaldehyde concentrations between 3 and 20 mM. Time-kill curves were conducted 1156 

as described above, the death rate at each concentration (h-1) was calculated using 1157 

linear regression, and the relationship between concentration and death rate was then 1158 

also calculated using linear regression. By this method, we estimated α as 0.189±0.010 1159 

h-1*mM-1, which fell within the range of values predicted by fitting α for the models we 1160 

tested, and within the 95% confidence interval of the estimate of α in the best model. 1161 

This phenotype-independent estimate was not used in modeling, but helped to verify 1162 

that the values we obtained by parameter fitting were reasonable. 1163 

 1164 

Model evaluation 1165 
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For each experimental condition, we used a likelihood ratio test on the nested models 1166 

using a forward, stepwise procedure to choose the model that best fit the experimental 1167 

data. For the formaldehyde selection scenario, the "absolute death" model (with α as 1168 

the only parameter) was used as the null model, and each 2-parameter model (with 1169 

alpha and either b, D, or v) was compared against it. Of the three 2-parameter models, 1170 

we chose the one with the highest likelihood as long as it was significantly better than 1171 

the null model. If a 2-parameter model was chosen, it became the null model and the 1172 

procedure was repeated to determine whether a 3-parameter model was supported, 1173 

and subsequently the 4-parameter model. For the regrowth scenarios, where no death 1174 

due to formaldehyde is possible, we omitted α and b. We first compared two 1-1175 

parameter models (v only or D only) against a null model containing neither, and then 1176 

evaluated whether adding the second parameter was significantly better. LR was 1177 

calculated as 1178 

 𝐿𝑅 = −2(𝐿𝐿F − 𝐿𝐿G) 1179 

where LL0 is the log-likelihood of a reduced model and LL1 is the log-likelihood of the 1180 

model being tested. Statistical significance was assessed using the chi-squared test, 1181 

with degrees of freedom given by the difference in the number of parameters between 1182 

the model being tested and the null model.  1183 
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Figures with legends 1409 

 1410 
Figure 1. Formaldehyde kills M. extorquens at an exponential, concentration-1411 
dependent rate. 1412 
Formaldehyde was added at the indicated concentrations to liquid cultures of M. 1413 
extorquens cells growing in minimal medium with methanol, and abundance of viable 1414 
cells was measured as colony-forming units (CFU) over time. Note that negligible 1415 
growth is expected to have occurred during the course of this experiment, as the 180-1416 
minute duration was less than one generation (~3.5 hrs) for M. extorquens in these 1417 
conditions. 1418 
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 1419 
Figure 2. Re-growth of M. extorquens after population decline in the presence of 1420 
formaldehyde is due to a pre-existing sub-population of formaldehyde-tolerant 1421 
cells.  1422 
Stationary-phase cells were inoculated into fresh medium containing methanol and 4 1423 
mM formaldehyde. The abundance of viable cells in the two different populations was 1424 
assessed over time by removing and washing cells, then plating onto both permissive 1425 
medium (without formaldehyde: "all cells") and selective medium (with 4 mM 1426 
formaldehyde: "tolerant to 4 mM"). CFU = colony-forming units. Each line represents 1427 
one biological replicate; error bars show the standard deviation of three replicate 1428 
platings. Formaldehyde in the liquid medium during the incubation period was measured 1429 
by a colorimetric assay on subsamples after removing cells by centrifugation.   1430 
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 1431 
Figure 3. Cell proliferation assay shows dynamics consistent with the 1432 
coexistence of both growing and non-growing subpopulations, with no turnover 1433 
between the two.  1434 
Cells were stained with PKH67 fluorescent membrane dye, then allowed to grow in 1435 
minimal medium with methanol and either 0, 4, or 20 mM formaldehyde. Histograms 1436 
show per-cell fluorescence of the cells (events measured by flow cytometry) present in 1437 
30 µL of culture at each timepoint; colors denote the time of sampling in hours (note that 1438 
different color scales are used in different panels). Top left: without formaldehyde, all 1439 
cells underwent doubling, diluting their membrane fluorescence so that the median 1440 
fluorescence decreased as population increased. Bottom left: at high concentrations of 1441 
formaldehyde, no cells grew, leaving per-cell fluorescence unchanged. Right: in the 1442 
presence of 4 mM formaldehyde, most cells did not grow, but a few did; consequently, a 1443 
small growing population with lower per-cell fluorescence became detectable at 37 1444 
hours and continued to increase in abundance thereafter. Results of experiments 1445 
conducted at other formaldehyde concentrations are shown in Fig. S5. 1446 
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 1447 
Figure 4. Cell damage by formaldehyde results in delayed colony arisal for the 1448 
majority of cells, but not for the tolerant subpopulation.  1449 
Cells from a formaldehyde exposure experiment (liquid MPIPES medium with 4 mM 1450 
formaldehyde) were sampled at 2- to 4-hour intervals, washed, and plated onto both 1451 
permissive medium (no formaldehyde, allowing the growth of all cells) and selective 1452 
medium (4 mM formaldehyde, allowing the growth of only the tolerant subpopulation). 1453 
A) Images of colonies on plates. Colony size heterogeneity was evident only on 1454 
permissive medium with cultures exposed to formaldehyde for 16 hours, consistent with 1455 
a population containing both sensitive cells that formed colonies late due to 1456 
formaldehyde-induced damage (small colonies) and tolerant cells that formed colonies 1457 
early (large colonies). All images are shown at the same magnification level; dil=dilution 1458 
factor prior to plating. B) Relationship between formaldehyde exposure and colony 1459 
growth characteristics. Shading indicates abundance of colony-forming units in each 1460 
population (see Fig. 2); samples were diluted prior to plating for an average of 500 1461 
colonies per plate. Left panel: gray line shows linear regression of arisal time on 1462 
exposure time for the first 12 hours. Every hour of exposure to formaldehyde led to a 1463 
~4.8-hour delay in colony arisal time among sensitive cells. At 16 hours, the population 1464 
consisted of both damaged and tolerant cells; after 20 hours, all cells were tolerant due 1465 
to the death of the damaged cells. Right panel: among tolerant cells, formaldehyde 1466 
exposure had no effect on arisal time. Insets: exposure time affected only the variability 1467 
among colony growth rates, but not their median. 1468 
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 1469 
Figure 5. Time-lapse microscopy reveals binary (i.e., growth or non-growth) 1470 
phenotypes in response to formaldehyde. 1471 
A) Example images: cells were embedded in agar medium with methanol and either 0 1472 
mM (top) or 2.5 mM (bottom) formaldehyde and monitored for 9 hours (~3 generations). 1473 
At 0 mM, 256 cells were observed and all underwent at least one doubling; at 2.5 mM, 1474 
546 cells were observed and 11 (1.97%) underwent at least one doubling, in 1475 
accordance with our predictions for this formaldehyde concentration (see Fig. 6). B) 1476 
Histograms of cell division time (across all generations) and lag time (time between 1477 
deposition and first cell division, for each microcolony) for cells that grew. No difference 1478 
was observed in cell division time between the two treatments (p=0.262, Mann-Whitney 1479 
Wilcoxon test). However, cells in formaldehyde took approximately 1.25 hours longer to 1480 
reach the first cell division (p<0.001, Mann-Whitney). C) Scatterplot of individual cell 1481 
doubling times; each position along the x-axis represents a single microcolony, ordered 1482 
by mean doubling time (shown in black symbols). Individual doubling time of each cell 1483 
was strongly predicted by the colony it came from (p=0.001) but not by formaldehyde 1484 
treatment (p=0.323, PERMANOVA).  1485 
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 1486 

 1487 
Figure 6. Subpopulations of formaldehyde-tolerant cells are distributed within a 1488 
wild-type population with continuous, exponentially-decreasing frequency. 1489 
M. extorquens cells not previously exposed to formaldehyde were plated onto methanol 1490 
agar medium containing a range of formaldehyde concentrations at 1-mM intervals. The 1491 
frequency of tolerant cells is expressed as the ratio of the colony-forming units (CFU) on 1492 
formaldehyde medium at the specified concentration to the CFU on formaldehyde-free 1493 
(0 mM) medium. Error bars denote the standard deviation of replicate experiments from 1494 
5 different dates (shown individually in Fig. S4). Detection limit is indicated by the 1495 
dashed horizontal line.   1496 
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 1497 
Figure 7. The distribution of formaldehyde tolerance within an M. extorquens 1498 
population changes over time depending on growth conditions.  1499 
Plots show total abundance (not frequency) of cells tolerant to each level of 1500 
formaldehyde, as assessed by plating onto selective medium; each colored line 1501 
represents one timepoint and error bars represent the standard deviation of three 1502 
plating replicates. For clarity, only one biological replicate is shown; results from other 1503 
replicates are shown in Fig. S6. Populations were tested for tolerance at up to 10 mM 1504 
(panel A) or 12 mM (panel B), but 0 CFU were detected above the tolerance levels 1505 
shown here. A) Exposure of a naive population to 4 mM formaldehyde results in rapid 1506 
decline of subpopulations with tolerance levels <4 mM and selective growth of 1507 
subpopulations with tolerance levels ≥4 mM. B) When the population from A), enriched 1508 
in tolerant cells, is transferred to medium without formaldehyde, tolerance distribution 1509 
dynamics depend on the growth substrate provided. If growth occurs on methanol, all 1510 
subpopulations grow equally well: the enrichment of formaldehyde-tolerant populations 1511 
is retained for the full 24 hours (~7 generations) of observation. If growth occurs on 1512 
succinate, subpopulations with high tolerance decline in abundance and those with low 1513 
tolerance increase: the population reverts to its original naive distribution.  1514 
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 1515 
Figure 8. Schematic of processes described by mathematical model of tolerance 1516 
distribution dynamics.  1517 
Cells exist in 1-dimensional phenotype space along a continuum from sensitive to 1518 
tolerant, with x denoting the maximum concentration of formaldehyde (F) at which a cell 1519 
can grow. Under normal growth (at rate r), progeny cells carry the same tolerance 1520 
phenotype as their parents. Exposure to formaldehyde results in the death of low-1521 
tolerance (x<F) phenotypes at a rate described by H(x, F). In the process of diffusion, 1522 
cells and their progeny shift to adjacent tolerant states according to the diffusion 1523 
constant D, resulting in the broadening of the population's tolerance distribution. In 1524 
advection, cells and their progeny move in a single direction in tolerance space at rate 1525 
ν, resulting in an overall shift in the population's distribution toward either lower or higher 1526 
average tolerance.   1527 
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 1528 
Figure 9. Mathematical modeling reproduces growth, death, and phenotype 1529 
transition dynamics of M. extorquens population under multiple conditions.  1530 
A) and B) Heat maps showing model simulations of population dynamics. Model 1531 
parameters as given in Table 1. Note that model results are continuous in phenotype 1532 
space, and non-cumulative (the abundance at concentration x shows only the number 1533 
of cells for which that is the maximum concentration tolerable, not the number of all cells 1534 
that can grow at that concentration; see Methods for details). C) and D) Comparison of 1535 
model results (lines) and experimental data (points). Experimental data are averages of 1536 
3 biological replicates; model results have been binned at 1- or 2-mM intervals, and 1537 
summed to form cumulative distributions, to facilitate comparison. A and C) 4 mM 1538 
formaldehyde exposure experiment, resulting in selection of cells with >4 mM tolerance. 1539 
B and D) Formaldehyde-free regrowth experiment, in which the selected high-tolerance 1540 
population is transferred to medium without formaldehyde and either methanol or 1541 
succinate as the carbon substrate, resulting in different shifts in phenotype distribution.  1542 
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Table 1. Comparison of possible models describing formaldehyde-tolerance 1543 
phenotype transition processes of M. extorquens populations.  1544 
For each combination of culture condition and growth substrate, we used a stepwise 1545 
procedure to evaluate nested models using a likelihood ratio test. Shown below are the 1546 
best-fit values for the four fitted parameters in each of those models, and test results for 1547 
each model. α: dependence of death rate on formaldehyde (h-1*mM-1). v: advection rate 1548 
(mM*h-1). D: diffusion constant (mM2*h-1). (for v and D, mM denotes tolerance). b: 1549 
dependence of death rate on individual tolerance level (mM tolerance / mM 1550 
formaldehyde in medium). For the likelihood ratio test, name of the model used as the 1551 
null model, as well as the χ2 value and p-value, are given. Gray shading: the best-1552 
supported model for that experimental scenario. Pseudo-R2 values for those models 1553 
were: for formaldehyde selection, 0.973; for methanol regrowth, 0.993; for succinate 1554 
regrowth, 0.991. 1555 
 1556 
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Supporting Information 1558 
 1559 
Figure S1. Formaldehyde concentrations of ≤5 mM allow growth of M. extorquens at a 1560 
normal rate, but only after a period of lag; higher concentrations lead to longer lag 1561 
times.  1562 
 1563 
Figure S2. Image processing pipeline to generate colony growth data from 1564 
formaldehyde-exposed cultures.  1565 
 1566 
Figure S3. Formaldehyde tolerance may be associated with lower fitness on a 1567 
multicarbon substrate.  1568 
 1569 
Figure S4. Formaldehyde tolerance distributions in Methylobacterium populations are 1570 
robust across experimental replicates, but vary depending on growth conditions.  1571 
 1572 
Figure S5. Cell proliferation assays support the hypothesis that growth of M. extorquens 1573 
in the presence of formaldehyde is due to a small subpopulation of tolerant cells, and 1574 
that the abundance of tolerant cells decreases with increasing formaldehyde.  1575 
 1576 
Figure S6. The distribution of formaldehyde tolerance within an M. extorquens 1577 
population changes over time depending on growth conditions.  1578 
 1579 
Figure S7. Estimation of growth rates and initial conditions for use in the mathematical 1580 
model.  1581 
 1582 
Figure S8. The parameter b (dependence of death rate on formaldehyde tolerance) 1583 
determines the shape of the population's phenotypic tolerance distribution after 1584 
exposure to formaldehyde.  1585 
 1586 
Figure S9. Formaldehyde concentrations in agar growth medium are stable over time 1587 
and reflective of similar concentrations in liquid medium.  1588 
 1589 
Figure S10. Time-lapse microscopy: cell segmentation and tracking.  1590 
 1591 
Figure S11. Models using extended and original tolerance distributions perform 1592 
similarly. 1593 
 1594 
Table S1. Results of model selection using original data set for fitting (distribution not 1595 
extended to account for experimental limit of detection).  1596 
 1597 
File S1. Modeling phenotypic switching in Methylobacterium extorquens: R notebook 1598 
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